UNCONSCIOUS HANDICAPS	y>
old memories; memories which you buried alive at
some time or other, but which simply declined to die.
Ever got out of bed the wrong way one morning?
You know what I mean : got up with a grouch ?
Ever tried to find out what it all meant ? Probably
ascribed your mental attitude to liver—if you have
reflected about it at all. If you have ever caught
yourself in this mental state (brought an analytic
effort to bear en it), the chances are that you have
been wholly unable to find any good reason for having
had the mental experience. Nothing wrong occurred
on the preceding day; neither does anything (con-
sciously) distasteful lie ahead in the coming day's
duties. Nevertheless, there is the grouch all the same;
and it may be a particularly mean specimen at that.
The next time that this experience occurs, don't put
the blame on the liver, but place it where it belongs.
In all probability your liver is quite a decent and hard-
working organ. Poor old liver! Many and varied
are the burdens and blames for ills and conditions
unjustly ascribed to that mechanism.
Sometimes you may get up with something worse
than a grouch; you may get up actually tired; and so
tired that it seems that you have become more worn out
during the night than you were when you went to bed.
Ever stop to think it over? Probably not. On the
contrary, the chances are that the liver was blamed again.
The real cause of your trouble is that, although you
have been asleep as far as your consciousness is con-
cerned, you have been extremely active in your uncon-
scious.    Your great submerged mental mechanism has y
been on a veritable rampage during the night; and your  ,
energy has'''been accordingly dissipated.

